UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
CENTER FOR ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL EDUCATION

7TH ANNUAL FINANCIAL FITNESS FOR LIFE TRAINING CONFERENCE
Financial Crisis and Its Aftermath

AGENDA

MONDAY, APRIL 4:

8:30 – 9:00  Registration

9:00  Welcome and Introductions (Pre-test)

9:15  Overview of newly-revised Financial Fitness for Life (FFFL)

9:45  Overview of newly-released Teaching Financial Crises (TFC)

10:15  The Instruments and Institutions of Modern Financial Markets
       (TFC Lesson 7; FFFL 6-8: Lesson 14; FFFL 9-12: Lessons 22)

11:00  BREAK

       (Guest Speaker: David Stokes, Edward Jones)

12:00  LUNCH

12:30  *NEW* Videos and Online Resources for Teaching the Financial Crisis
       (TFC Lessons 5-8)

1:15  The Role of Housing in the Financial Crisis
       (TFC Lesson 6; FFFL 9-12: Lessons 8, 16)

2:00  BREAK

2:10  The Aftermath of the Crisis: What's Being Done to Protect Consumers?
       (Guest Speaker: Joe Hinton, Office of the Illinois State Treasurer)

3:00  *NEW* Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
       (FFFL 6-8: Lesson 17; FFFL 9-12: Lessons 18, 19)

3:45 – 4:00  Wrap-up and Evaluation (Post-test)

This training conference is made possible by the Council for Economic Education,
 in direct partnership with University of Illinois Extension and
 through funding from the United States Department of Education Office of Innovation and Improvement.